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Abstract. P Systems are computing devices inspired by the structure and the functioning of a living
cell. A P System consists of a hierarchy of membranes, each ofthem containing a multiset of objects,
a set of evolution rules, and possibly other membranes. Evolution rules are applied to the objects of
the same membrane with maximal parallelism. In this paper wepresent an extension of P Systems,
called P Systems with Membrane Channels (PMC Systems), in which membranes are enriched with
channels and objects can pass through a membrane only if there are channels on the membrane that
enable such a passage. We show that PMC Systems are universaleven if only the simplest form of
evolution rules is considered, and we give two application examples.

1. Introduction

P Systems were introduced by Pǎun in [4] as distributed parallel computing devices inspired by the
structure and the functioning of a living cell. A P System consists of ahierarchy of membranes, each
of them containing a multiset ofobjects, representing molecules, a set ofevolution rules, representing
chemical reactions, and possibly other membranes. For eachevolution rule there are two multisets of
objects, describing the reactants and the products of the chemical reaction. A rule in a membrane can be
applied only to objects in the same membrane. Some objects produced by the rule remain in the same
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membrane, others are sentout of the membrane, others are sentinto the inner membranes, which are
identified by their labels. Evolution rules are applied withmaximal parallelism, meaning that it cannot
happen that some evolution rule is not applied when the objects needed for its triggering are available.

Many variants and extensions of P Systems exist that includefeatures to increase their expressiveness
and that are based on different evolution strategies. Amongthe most common extensions we mention
P Systems with dissolution rules that allow a membrane to disappear and release in the environment
all the objects it contains. We mention also P Systems with priorities, in which a priority relationship
exists among the evolution rules of each membrane and can influence the applicability of such rules, and
P Systems with promoters and inhibitors, in which the applicability of evolution rules depends on the
presence of at least one occurrence and on the absence, respectively, of a specific object. Moreover, we
mention P Systems with symport/antiport rules that allow simultaneous trans-membrane transportation
of objects either in the same direction (symport) or in opposite directions (antiport). See [1, 5] for the
definition of these (and other) variants of P Systems, and [7]for a complete list of references to the
bibliography of P Systems.

In this paper we present another extension of P Systems, called P Systems with Membrane Channels
(PMC Systems), in which the passage of objects through membranes is not always allowed. In particular,
membranes are associated with channels that enable the passing of objects through the membrane itself.
Objects can pass through a membrane only if there are channels on the membrane that enable such a
passage.

The definition of this extension of P Systems has a biologicalinspiration. In fact, the passing of
proteins and other molecules through cell membranes is usually made possible by other proteins, actually
called membrane channels or membrane transport proteins, which are placed on membrane surfaces.
Such proteins either create a small hole through which molecules can freely pass (in this case they are
called diffusion channels) or behave as a pump by binding to molecules on one side of the membrane,
pushing them on the other side and releasing them (in this case they are called transport channels).

We show, with a simple example of a system computing2n, that PMC Systems may be more succinct
than the P Systems computing the same functions. Moreover, we show that PMC Systems are universal
even if only the simplest form of evolution rules is considered, namely non–cooperative rules. Finally,
we give two application examples to show that membrane channels can ease the description of biological
systems when PMC Systems are used as a modeling formalism, and we compare PMC Systems with
other variants of P Systems.

2. P Systems with Membrane Channels

In this section we recall the definition of standard P Systems, and then we define their extension with
membrane channels. We will denote multisets over a finite alphabet as strings of alphabet symbols. More
precisely, letV ∗ be the set of all strings over an alphabetV , including the empty one, denoted byλ. For
a ∈ V andx in V ∗ we denote by|x|a the number of occurrences ofa in x. If V = {a1, . . . , an} (the
ordering is important here), then the Parikh mapping ofx is defined byΨV (x) = (|x|a1

, . . . , |x|an
). The

definition is extended in the natural way to languages. A stringx represents the multiset overV with the
multiplicities of objectsa1, . . . , an as given byΨV (x).
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2.1. P Systems

A P System consists of ahierarchy of membranesthat do not intersect, with a distinguishable membrane,
called theskin membrane, surrounding them all. As usual, we assume membranes to be labeled by
natural numbers. Given a set of objectsV , a membranem contains a multiset ofobjectsin V ∗, a set of
evolution rules, and possibly other membranes, calledchild membranes (m is also called theparentof
its child membranes). Objects represent molecules swimming in a chemical solution, and evolution rules
represent chemical reactions that may occur inside the membrane containing them. For each evolution
rule there is a multiset of objects representing the reactants, and a multiset of objects representing the
products of the chemical reaction. A rule in a membranem can be applied only to objects inm, meaning
that the reactants should be precisely inm, and not in its child membranes. The rule must contain target
indications, specifying the membranes where the new objects produced by applying the rule are sent. The
new objects either remain inm, or can be sent out ofm, or can be sent into one of its child membranes,
precisely identified by its label. Formally, the products ofa rule are denoted with a multiset ofmessages
of the forms:

• (v, here), meaning that the multiset of objectsv produced by the rule remain in the same mem-
branem;

• (v, out), meaning that the multiset of objectsv produced by the rule are sent out ofm;

• (v, inl), meaning that the multiset of objectsv produced by the rule are sent into the child mem-
branel.

Let TAR be the set of message targets{here, out} ∪ {ini | i ∈ IN}. Given a set of objectsO we
denote withOtar the corresponding set of messagesO×TAR. Hence, we denote withVtar the set of all
messages and we can define an evolution rule as a ruleu → v such thatu ∈ V ∗ andv ∈ V ∗

tar. The size
of the left–hand sideu of an evolution rule is called theradiusof such a rule. If a P System contains rules
of radius greater than one, then it is called acooperativesystem. Otherwise, it is callednon–cooperative.

Application of evolution rules is done with maximal parallelism, namely at each evolution step a
multiset of instances of evolution rules is chosen non–deterministically such that no other rule can be
applied to the system obtained by removing all the objects necessary to apply all the chosen rules.

A P System has a tree–structure in which the skin membrane is the root and the membranes con-
taining no other membranes are the leaves. We assume membranes labels to be unique. A membrane
structure can be represented as a balanced sequence of labeled brackets and, graphically, as a Venn
diagram.

Definition 2.1. A P Systemis a tupleΠ = (V, µ,w1, . . . , wn, R1, . . . , Rn), where:

• V is a finitealphabetwhose elements are calledobjects;

• µ ⊂ IN× IN is amembrane structure, such that(i, j) ∈ µ denotes that the membrane labeled byj

is contained in the membrane labeled byi;

• wi with 1 ≤ i ≤ n are strings fromV ∗ representing multisets overV associated with membranes
1, 2, . . . , n of µ;

• Ri with 1 ≤ i ≤ n are finite sets ofevolution rulesassociated with membranes1, 2, . . . , n of µ.
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1

EDa→ (ED, here)(aa, in2)

aD → (#, here)

FDa→ (FD, here)(a, out)

2

E → (G, here)(ED, in2)

#→ (#, here)

a

EDa→ (ED, here)(a, out)

aD → (#, out)

E → (G, here)(FD, out)

E → (G, here)(ED, out)

GD → λ

ED

GD → λ

Figure 1. Example of P System that computes{a2
n

| n ∈ IN}.

A sequence of transitions between configurations of a given PSystemΠ is called acomputation. A
computation issuccessfulif and only if it reaches a configuration in which no rule is applicable. The
result of a successful computation is the multiset of objects sent out of the skin membrane during the
computation. Unsuccessful computations (computations which never halt) yield no result. Given a P
SystemΠ whose set of object isV , the resultx ∈ V ∗ of a computation ofΠ can be represented as the
vector of natural numbersΨV (x). The set of all vectors of natural numbers computed byΠ is denoted
Ps(Π).

In Figure 1 we show an example of P SystemΠ1 computing{a2n

| n ∈ IN}, namely such that
Ps(Π1) = {2n | n ∈ IN}. Initially, only in membrane 2 there are rules which are applicable and send
either objectsF andD or objectsE andD into membrane 1. In the former case the objecta in membrane
1 is sent out and the computation halts. In the latter case objecta in membrane 1 is consumed and two
occurrences ofa are sent into membrane 2. Subsequently,E is consumed and sent into membrane 2
together withD. Note that the rule which sendsED into membrane 2 cannot be applied while there are
still objectsa in membrane 1, otherwise by the maximal parallelism also therule producing# would be
applied giving rise to an infinite (unsuccessful) computation. Objectsa sent into membrane 2 are then
sent back into membrane 1. The process of doubling and sending into membrane 2 we have explained,
could be repeated an arbitrary number of times. Note that allthe rules consuminga act on a single
occurrence ofa at a time and hence the time complexity of the computation is proportional to2n+2.

2.2. Extension with Membrane Channels

The difference between standard P Systems and PMC Systems isthat in the latter ones communication
of objects through membranes is not always allowed. In addition to standard P Systems, a membrane in a
PMC System has associated a multiset oftransport channelsand a set ofdiffusion channels. A transport
channel, denoted as an objecta ∈ V , enables the passing through the membrane of a single occurrence
of objecta for each computation step. A diffusion channel, denoteda with a ∈ V , enables the passing
through the membrane of an arbitrary number of objectsa for each computation step. Note that transport
channels associated with a membrane are a multiset rather than a set because multiple occurrences of the
same channel may enable the passing of more than one occurrences of the same object at the same time.
Channels are said to beorientedwhen they enable the passing of objects in one only direction, either
from inside a membrane to outside, or vice-versa. An oriented channel is prefixed by↑ when it allows
objects to exit a membrane, and it is prefixed by↓ when it allows objects to enter a membrane. The set
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of all channels is given byVch = {a, ↑a, ↓a, a, ↑a, ↓a | a ∈ V }.
Objects can pass through a membrane only if there are some channels enabling the passage. This

means that the presence of channels influences the applicability of the evolution rules sending objects
either outside or into some inner membrane. An evolution rule sending an object through a membrane
can be applied only if the membrane has a channel enabling this operation. If two evolution rules send
the same object through the same membrane they can be appliedtogether only if the membrane has either
a diffusion channel or at least two transport channels enabling these operations. If the membrane has a
single transport channel, one of the two rules is chosen non–deterministically.

An evolution rule can modify the channels on a membrane by adding or deleting them. Formally, the
products of a rule are enriched with a multiset ofchannel modifications. Channel modifications are of
the forms:

• 〈+c,−c′〉here, meaning that the multisets of channelsc andc′ are added to and removed from the
membrane containing the evolution rule itself, respectively;

• 〈+c,−c′〉onl
, meaning that the multisets of channelsc andc′ are added to and removed from the

child membranel, respectively.

With abuse of notation, we denotec andc′ as multisets inV ∗

ch even if we do not allow them to contain
multiple occurrences of a diffusion channel. Note that we use onl as subscript of channel modifications
rather thaninl (that is used in messages of evolution rules) to emphasize the fact that channels model
proteins that are placed on membrane surfaces rather than inside membranes.

Channel modifications do not influence the applicability of an evolution rule. In particular, evolu-
tion rules which remove a channel that is not present can be applied anyway. In this case the channel
modification will have no effect.

Definition 2.2. A PMC Systemis a tuple(V, µ,w1, . . . , wn, c1, . . . , cn, R1, . . . , Rn) where:

• V is analphabetwhose elements are calledobjects;

• µ ⊂ IN× IN is amembrane structure, such that(i, j) ∈ µ denotes that the membrane labeled byj

is contained in the membrane labeled byi;

• wi with 1 ≤ i ≤ n are strings fromV ∗ representing multisets overV associated with membranes
1, 2, . . . , n of µ;

• ci with 1 ≤ i ≤ n are strings fromV ∗

ch representing multisets overVch associated with membranes
1, 2, . . . , n of µ. In these strings diffusion channels cannot appear more than once;

• Ri with 1 ≤ i ≤ n are finite sets ofevolution rulesassociated with membranes1, 2, . . . , n of µ.

The notions of (successful) computation and of result of computations of PMC Systems are the same
as for standard P Systems.

In Figure 2 we show an example of PMC SystemΠ2 computing, as the P SystemΠ1 in Section
2.1,{a2n

| n ∈ IN}, namely such thatPs(Π2) = Ps(Π1) = {2n | n ∈ IN}. The multiset of channels
initially associated with each membrane appears in the figure together with the membrane label. Initially,
the only two applicable rules are those which consumeE in membrane 1: the first opens a diffusion
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1:∅

E → (E, in2)〈+ ↓ a〉on2

a → (aa, in2)

a → (a, out)

2:E ↑ a

E → 〈+ ↑ a〉here

Ea

E → (E, out)〈− ↓ a〉

a → (a, out)

Figure 2. Example of PMC System that computes{a2
n

| n ∈ IN}.

channel allowinga to be sent out and the second opens a diffusion channel allowing a to be sent into
membrane 2. Subsequently, in the former casea is sent out, and the computation halts. In the latter case
a is doubled and sent into membrane 2. Membrane 2 closes the previously opened channel and sends
all objectsa back into membrane 1. The process could be repeated an arbitrary number of times. With
respect toΠ1 we use here only non-cooperative rules and the time complexity is proportional ton.

3. Universality of PMC Systems

In this section we prove a universality result for PMC Systems by showing that any matrix grammar with
appearance checking can be simulated by a PMC System. As a consequence, before giving the result and
its proof, we recall from [5] the definition of such variant ofmatrix grammars and some related notions.

3.1. Matrix grammars with appearance checking

A (context-free) matrix grammar with appearance checking is a tupleG = (N,T, S,M,F ), whereN

andT are disjoint alphabets of non–terminals and terminals, respectively,S ∈ N is the axiom,M is
a finite set of matrices, namely sequences of the form(A1 → x1, . . . , An → xn) of context–free rules
overN ∪ T with n ≥ 1, andF is a set of occurrences of rules in the matrices ofM . For a stringw, a
matrixm : (r1, . . . rn) can be executed by applying its rules tow sequentially in the order in which they
appear inm. Rules of a matrix occurring inF can be skipped during the execution of the matrix if they
cannot be applied, namely if the symbol in their left–hand side is not present in the string.

Formally, givenw, z ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, we writew =⇒ z if there is a matrix(A1 → x1, . . . , An → xn)
in M and the stringswi ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ with 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 such thatw = w1, z = wn+1 and, for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, either (1)wi = w′

iAiw
′′

i andwi+1 = w′

ixiw
′′

i , for somew′

i, w
′′

i ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, or (2)
wi = wi+1, Ai does not appear inwi and the ruleAi → xi appears inF . We remark thatF consists of
occurrencesof rules inM , that is, if the same rule appears several times in the matrices, it is possible
that only some of these occurrences are contained inF .

The language generated by a matrix grammar with appearance checkingG is defined asL(G) =
{w ∈ T ∗ | S =⇒∗ w}, where=⇒∗ w is the reflexive and transitive closure of=⇒. The family
of languages of this form is denoted byMAT λ

ac, when rules having the empty stringλ as right hand
side (λ–rules) are allowed, and byMATac when such rules are not allowed. Moreover, the family of
languages generated by matrix grammars without appearancechecking (i.e. withF = ∅) is denoted by
MAT λ, whenλ–rules are allowed, and byMAT , when such rules are not allowed. It is known (see [5]
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for details) that (i)MAT ⊂ MATac ⊂ CS; (ii) MAT λ ⊂ MAT λ
ac = RE, whereCS andRE are the

families of languages generated by context–sensitive and arbitrary grammars, respectively.
Let ac(G) be the cardinality ofF in G and let |x| denote the length of the stringx. A matrix

grammar with appearance checkingG = (N,T, S,M,F ) is said to be in thestrong binary normal form
if N = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ {S,#}, with these sets mutually disjoint, and the matrices inM are in one of the
following forms:

1. (S → XA), with X ∈ N1, A ∈ N2;

2. (X → Y,A → x), with X,Y ∈ N1, A ∈ N2, x ∈ (N2 ∪ T )∗, |x| ≤ 2;

3. (X → Y,A → #), with X,Y ∈ N1, A ∈ N2;

4. (X → λ,A → x), with X ∈ N1, A ∈ N2, x ∈ T ∗, |x| ≤ 2.

Moreover, there is only one matrix of type 1,F consists exactly of all rulesA → # appearing in
matrices of type 3 andac(G) ≤ 2. We remark that# is a trap symbol, namely once introduced it cannot
be removed, and a matrix of type 4 is used only once, in the laststep of a derivation.

For each matrix grammar (with or without appearance checking) there exists an equivalent matrix
grammar in the strong binary normal form. Consequently, foreach languageL ∈ RE there exists a
matrix grammar with appearance checkingG satisfying the strong binary normal form and such that
L(G) = L.

Conventions A matrix grammar with appearance checking in the strong binary normal form is always
given asG = (N,T, S,M,F ), with N = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ {S,#} and withn + 1 matrices inM , injectively
labeled withm0,m1, . . . ,mn. The matrixm0 : (S → XinitAinit) is the initial one, withXinit a
given symbol fromN1 andAinit a given symbol fromN2; the nextk matrices are without appearance
checking rules,mi : (X → α,A → x), with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, whereX ∈ N1, α ∈ N1 ∪ {λ}, A ∈ N2, x ∈
(N2 ∪ T )∗, |x| ≤ 2 (if α = λ, thenx ∈ T ∗); the lastn − k matrices have rules to be applied in the
appearance checking mode,mi : (X → Y,A → #), with k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n,X, Y ∈ N1, andA ∈ N2.

Since the grammar is in the strong binary normal form, we have(at most) two symbolsB(1) and
B(2) in N2 such that the rulesB(j) → # appear in matricesmi with k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Forj ∈ {1, 2}, we
denote withℓj the set{i | the matixmi contains the ruleB(j) → #}. For uniformity, we also denote
ℓ0 = {1, 2, . . . , k} andℓ = ℓ0 ∪ ℓ1 ∪ ℓ2 = {1, 2, . . . , n} (note that0 6∈ ℓ). Clearly, the setsℓ0, ℓ1 andℓ2

are disjoint.
We remark that in matrix grammars in strong binary normal forms we can assume that all symbols

X ∈ N1 appear as the left-hand side of a rule from a matrix: otherwise, the derivation is blocked after
introducing such a symbol, hence we can remove these symbolsand the matrices involving them.

3.2. Universality

We prove that PMC Systems are universal by showing that the family, denotedPsMC4(ncoo), of sets
Ps(Πmc) of results computed by PMC Systems with at least four membranes and with non–cooperative
rules is equivalent to the family, denotedPsRE, of the images of all the languages inRE obtained
through the Parikh mapping (this is the family of recursively enumerable sets of vectors of natural num-
bers). As P Systems with non-cooperative rules are not universal, our result implies that universality is
due to the presence of membrane channels.
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Theorem 3.1. PsMC4(ncoo) = PsRE.

Proof:
It is enough to show that for aG in strong binary normal form there is a PMC SystemΠG such that
Ps(ΠG) = ΨT (L(G)). We build ΠG as a system with a root membrane, labeled3, with three child
membranes, labeled0, 1 and2. The alphabet contains an object for each element inN ∪ T , an object
λi for everyi ∈ ℓ, and atokenobject such that only the membrane with the token can run. In the initial
configuration, membranes 0 and 3 are associated with an emptymultiset of channels, while membranes
1 and 2 are associated with the multiset(

⋃
A∈N2

↑A)(
⋃

Y ∈N1
↑Y ) ↑E. Membrane 3 has initially the token

and the objects corresponding toXinit andAinit. It has a cyclic behavior. It selects an indexi ∈ {0, 1, 2}
and orders to membranei to simulate a matrix with label inℓi. To this purpose, 3 sends toi the token and
the objects corresponding to the two nonterminals in the left side of the two rules of the selected matrix.
Membranei exploits these objects to simulate the two rules and, then, returns to 3 the token and the
objects corresponding to the products of the rules, if any. Those corresponding to terminals are sent out
by 3, which can restart the cycle once more. When 3 has no more objects corresponding to nonterminals,
the computation ends, and the multiset of the objects that have been sent out correspond to a multiset
in ΨT (L(G)). Simulating a sequence of matrices that either cause an infinite loop in G or originate
nonterminals that cannot be removed, gives rise to an infinite loop byΠG. This infinite loop starts when
the trap object# is produced, and will be calledtrap loop. Consequently,Ps(ΠG) = ΨT (L(G)). The
rules in membrane 3 are the following:

1. {X → (αi, here)〈+(
⋃

A∈N2
↓A) ↓αi ↓Ai ↓E〉on0

|mi = (X → α,A → x), i ∈ ℓ0}. Given any
matrixmi = (X → α,A → x) with i ∈ ℓ0, if membrane 3 has the objectX needed to fire the first
rule, then it can decide to ask membrane 0 to simulatemi. To this purpose, it opens the channels
needed to send to 0 all nonterminals inN2, one occurrence of bothα andA marked withi, and
the tokenE. The task of membrane 0 will be to exploitAi to producex. The reason for which all
other nonterminals inN2 are sent to 0 will be clarified at point 11. If, incorrectly, noA marked
with i will be sent to 0, which corresponds to fire only the first rule of the matrix, membrane 0 will
detect this error and enter a trap loop.

2. {X → (Yi, here)〈+(
⋃

A∈N2
↓A) ↓Yi ↓E〉on1

|mi = (X → Y,B(1) → #), i ∈ ℓ1}. This case

is similar to case 1. MarkingB(1) with i is not needed here, since membrane 1 is not required to
exploit B(1) to produce anything. The task of 1 shall be to check thatB(1) is not available, so that
applying the first rule of the matrix(X → Y,B(1) → #) is legal.

3. {X → (Yi, here)〈+(
⋃

A∈N2
↓A) ↓Yi ↓E〉on2

|mi = (X → Y,B(2) → #), i ∈ ℓ2}. This case is
like case 2.

4. E → (E′E′′, here)〈− ↑ck〉here. When membrane 3 has the tokenE, it replaces it with objectsE′

andE′′, and closes its output channelck. Notice that this rule is always performed together with
exactly one of the rules considered in the cases 1, 2, 3.

5. {E′ → (E, ini) | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2}. The objectE′ generated with rule 4 is exploited to give the token
to one of the child membranes. Notice that only one child has the input channelE open and can
receive the token, since only one rule among those considered in cases 1, 2 and 3 has fired.
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6. E′′ → 〈+ ↑ck〉here. The objectE′′ generated with rule 4 is used to open the output channelck.

7. {αi → (αi, in0), A → (Ai, in0)|mi = (X → α,A → x), i ∈ ℓ0}. The channels opened by firing
one of the rules considered in 1 are exploited to send both oneAi and oneαi to membrane 0.

8. {Yi → (Yi, in1)|mi = (X → Y,B(1) → #), i ∈ ℓ1}. Analogous to case 7.

9. {Yi → (Yi, in2)|mi = (X → Y,B(2) → #), i ∈ ℓ2}. Analogous to case 7.

10. {A → (A, ini)|A ∈ N2, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2}. The channels opened with the rule that has fired among
those considered in 1, 2, 3, are exploited to send all unmarked nonterminals to membrane 0, or 1,
or 2.

11. A → (#, here)(ck, out). This rule can be applied only when the output channelck has been
opened with the rule considered in 6, and only if someA ∈ N2 is available and has not been sent
to any child. Since all objects inN2 have already been sent by the rules considered in 10 if the
input channels of some child membrane were opened, we infer that this rule is fired only if these
channels are all closed. This can happen only when no nonterminal in N1 is available and no rule
among those considered in 1, 2, 3 has fired. Since havingA together with no nonterminal inN1

implies thatG cannot generate any string of terminals, this rule generates the trap symbol#.

12. {a → (a, out)|a ∈ T}. All terminals are sent out.

13. # → (#, here). This is the trap rule.

14. d → λ. Objectd can be received from membrane 0. Such a communication is exploited by
membrane 0 but objectd is useless here and is removed.

The rules of membrane 0 are the following:

1. E → (E′, here)〈−(
⋃

A∈N2
↓A)(

⋃
Y ∈N1,i∈ℓ0

↓Yi)(
⋃

A∈N2,i∈ℓ0
↓Ai)(

⋃
i∈ℓ0

↓λi) ↓E〉here. Upon
receiving the token, membrane 0 closes its input channels and generates the objectE′.

2. {Ai → (x, here)〈+ ↑d〉here|mi = (X → α,A → x), i ∈ ℓ0}. ObjectAi is exploited to generate
x, as required by matrixmi, and to open the output channeld. This rule is fired together with that
in 1.

3. E′ → (E′′, here)(d, out)〈+(
⋃

A∈N2
↑A)(

⋃
Y ∈N1

↑Y )(
⋃

a∈T ↑a) ↑E〉here〈− ↑d〉here. ObjectE′

generated by the rule in 1 is exploited to open all output channels needed to send all terminals and
nonterminals to membrane 0, and to close the output channeld. This rule can be applied only if
the output channel has been opened by the rule in 2.

4. E′ → (#, here). This rule forces the membrane to enter the trap loop. To avoid the loop,E′

must be consumed by the rule considered in 3. This can happen only if the output channeld has
been opened in rule 2. In turn, this is possible only if oneAi has been received from membrane 3.
Summarizing, this avoids that membrane 3 applies the first rule of some matrix(X → α,A → x)
without asking to membrane 0 to apply the second.
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5. {Yi → (Y, out)|Y ∈ N1} ∪ {A → (A, out)|A ∈ N2} ∪ {a → (a, out)|a ∈ T}. Channels opened
with rule 3 are exploited to send all terminals and nonterminals to membrane 0.

6. E′′ → (E, out)〈−(
⋃

A∈N2
↑A)(

⋃
Y ∈N1

↑Y )(
⋃

a∈T↑a) ↑E〉here. The objectE′′ generated with the
rule in 3 is exploited to send the token to membrane 3 and closeall the output channels.

7. # → (#, here).

8. λi → λ. Membrane 0 does not needλi.

The rules for membrane 1 are the following:

1. E → (E, out)〈−(
⋃

A∈N2
↓A)(

⋃
Y ∈N1,i∈ℓ1

↓Yi) ↓E〉here. Upon receiving the token, membrane 1
closes its input channels and sends the token back.

2. B(1) → (#, here). At the same step, ifB(1) is present, the trap loop starts.

3. {Yi → (Y, out)|Y ∈ N1} ∪ {A → (A, out)|A ∈ N2}. All nonterminals are immediately returned
to membrane 3.

4. # → (#, here).

The rules for membrane 2 are the same, withℓ2 andB(2) replacingℓ1 andB(1), respectively ⊓⊔

4. Applications

In this section we give two applications of P systems with transport and diffusion membrane channels
to the specification of biological systems. The first one is the specification of the lactose operon in
Escherichia coli, and the second one is the specification of the initial phasesof the EGFR signalling
cascade.

The specification of lactose operon uses only transport channels, while in the EGFR specification
also diffusion channels are necessary.

4.1. The lactose operon in E. coli

We give a PMC system modeling the regulation process of the lactose operon inEscherichia coli. The
lactose operon is a sequence of six genes that are responsible for producing three enzymes for lactose
degradation, namely thelactose permease, which is incorporated in the membrane of the bacterium and
actively transports the sugar into the cell, thebeta galactosidase, which splits lactose into glucose and
galactose, and thetransacetylase, whose role is marginal. The first three genes of the operon (i,p,o)
regulate the production of the enzymes, and the last three (z,y,a), calledstructural genes, are transcribed
(when allowed) into the mRNA for beta galactosidase, lactose permease and transacetylase, respectively.

The regulation process is as follows (see Figure 3): gene i encodes thelac repressor, which, in
the absence of lactose, binds to gene o (theoperator). Transcription of structural genes into mRNA is
performed by the RNA polymerase enzyme, which usually bindsto gene p (thepromoter) and scans
the operon from left to right by transcribing the three structural genes z, y and a into a single mRNA
fragment. When the lac repressor is bound to gene o, it becomes an obstacle for the RNA polymerase,
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Figure 3. The regulation process in the Lac Operon.

and transcription of the structural genes is not performed.On the other hand, when lactose is present
inside the bacterium, it binds to the repressor and this cannot stop anymore the activity of the RNA
polymerase. In this case the transcription is performed andthe three enzymes for lactose degradation are
synthesized.

We construct a PMC System modeling the regulation process byignoring, for the sake of simplicity,
the production of the beta galactosidase and of the transacetylase enzymes, and the production of the
RNA as an intermediate step in the production of the enzymes.The model we construct is the PMC
System

Πlac = (V, [1[2]2]1, lactn, lacI lacP lacO polym, ∅, ∅, R1, R2)

whereV = {lact, lacI, lacP, lacO, polym,P lacP, perm, repr,RO, rlact, permdeg} and the sets of
rulesR1 andR2 are as follows:

R1 = { lact → (lact, here) , lact → (lact, in2) }

R2 = { lacI → (lacI repr, here) , repr lacO → (RO, here) , RO → (repr lacO, here) ,

polym lacP → (PlacP, here) , P lacP lacO → (lacP lacO polym perm, here) ,

repr lact → (rlact, here) , rlact → (repr lact, here) ,

perm → (permdeg, here) 〈+ ↓ lact〉here ,

repr → λ , perm → λ , permdeg → 〈− ↓ lact〉here } ∪ {a → (a, here) | a ∈ V }

The membrane structure of the PMC SystemΠlac consists of two membranes contained one inside
the other. Membrane 1 represents the environment which may contain lactose. By assuminglactn in
the initial configuration we mean that there are a number of moleculesn ≥ 0. Membrane 2 repre-
sents a bacterium which contains genesi, p ando (denotedlacI, lacP andlacO, respectively) and the
RNA polymerase enzyme (denotedpolym). Initially, there are channels neither in membrane 1 nor in
membrane 2.R1 andR2 are the sets of rules in membrane 1 and membrane 2, respectively. By the ap-
plication of the rules ofR1 a number of molecules of lactose may enter membrane 2 if suitable channels
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Figure 4. The EGF signalling pathway.

exist on membrane 2. The first five rules ofR2 describe the production of the repressor (denotedrepr),
the reversible binding of the repressor with geneo (the complex is denotedRO), and the production
of permease (denotedperm). The sixth and the seventh rules describe the reversible binding of repres-
sor and lactose (the complex is denotedrlact). The ruleperm → permdeg 〈+ ↓ lact〉here describes
the incorporation of the permease enzyme in the membrane of the bacterium. This is modeled by the
opening of a transport channel on membrane 2 that allows lactose to enter. The rule produces an object
permdeg which is used in the rule that models the degradation of permease enzymes on the membrane
by removing occurrences of transport channels. The rules ofthe set{a → (a, here) | a ∈ V } have
been introduced to have a more natural form of parallelism which is not the maximal one assumed in P
Systems.

4.2. The EGF signalling pathway

In Biology, signal transduction refers to any process by which a cell converts one kind of signal or
stimulus into another. Signals are typically proteins thatmay be present in the environment of the cell.
In order to be able to receive the signal, namely to recognizethat the corresponding protein is available in
the environment, a cell exposes some receptors on its external membrane. A receptor is a transmembrane
protein that can bind to a signal protein on its extracellular end. When such a binding is established, the
intracellular end of the receptor undergoes a conformational change that enables interaction with other
proteins inside the cell. This typically causes an ordered sequence of biochemical reactions inside the
cell, usually called signalling pathway, that are carried out by enzymes and may produce different effects
on the cell behaviour.

A complex signal transduction cascade, that modulates cellproliferation, survival, adhesion, mi-
gration and differentiation, is based on a family of receptors called epidermal growth factor receptors
(EGFRs). While EGFR signalling is essential for many normalmorphogenic processes, the aberrant
activity of these receptors has been shown to play a fundamental role in proliferation of tumor cells. Epi-
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1:∅
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ENDOub → λ

2:∅

egf → (egfrb, in2)〈− ↓ egfrb〉in2
egfn
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dim → (dimp, here)

dna → (dna, here)(rna, out)

5:↓ ENDOub4:↑ rna

dna

ENDO cbl → (ENDOub cbl, here)

ENDOub → (ENDOub, in5)
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dimp → (ENDO, in3)

eff → (eff, out)

effm cbl

Figure 5. A P system with membrane channels model of the EGF signalling pathway.

dermal growth factor receptors are produced by specific genes in the DNA (through the RNA) and they
are located on the cell surface. Receptors are activated by the binding with a specific ligand (epidermal
growth factor, EGF) to form a EGFR (ligand-receptor) complex. Upon activation, EGFR undergoes a
transition from a monomeric form to an active dimeric one. EGFR dimerization stimulates its intracel-
lular phosphorylation which activates signalling proteins. These activated signalling proteins (effector
proteins) initiate several signal transduction cascades,leading to DNA synthesis and cell proliferation.
After the activation of effector proteins, ligand-receptor dimers are internalized in endosomes. An ubiq-
uitin ligase, known as Cbl, binds an ubiquitin protein to thedimer (ubiquitination). The ubiquitin protein
targets the dimers for lysosomal degradation (see Figure 4).

The PMC system modeling the EGF is given in Figure 5.
Membrane 1 models the environment external to the cell, membrane 2 represents the cell surface,

membrane 3 models the inner of the cell, membrane 4 is the nucleus, and membrane 5 represents a
lysosome.

In the external environmentegf corresponds to the epidermal growth factor EGF which can bind
the receptor on the surface of the cell. The receptor is modeled byegfr in membrane 2, which can
open a transport channel foregfrb. The complex ofegf with the receptor is simulated by the passing
of the elementegfrb, generated byegf , through the channel generated byegfr. After the binding the
transport channel is closed so that the number of generated complexes cannot be greater than the number
of receptors.
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Two egfrbs on the surface of the cell can dimerize (dim), and the dimer can be phosphorilated
(dimp). The phosphorilated dimer can activate the effectoreff , coming from inside the cell (membrane
3), producingeffp which is sent inside the cell itself. The phosphorilated dimer can also be enclosed in
an endosome (ENDO) which goes in the cell cytoplasm.

The three elementseff , effp andENDO can pass freely from inside the cell to the cell surface
(and vice versa) through the corresponding diffusion channels.

The nucleus of the cell (membrane 4) is responsible for the production ofegfr through the DNA and
RNA (dna andrna). Therna reaches the cell cytoplasm, through the corresponding diffusion channel
on the nucleus membrane, and there it producesegfr which is sent on the cell surface.

Finally a dimer enclosed in an endosome is targeted by the ubiquitin cbl (ENDOub) and it is sent
inside a lysosome (membrane 5) where it is destroyed.

Note that, for the sake of compactness, we have omitted to write, in each membrane, the rules of the
form a → (a, here), for all a ∈ V belonging the membrane itself. As said before, such rules allow to
assume a more natural form of parallelism than the maximal one.

5. Related work and conclusions

Membrane channels have been already investigated in [3]. Inthis paper a variant of purely communicat-
ing P Systems [6] is considered where multisets of activators can open channels for certain objects to pass
through membranes in one direction. Prohibitors can control the permeability of channels by forbidding
objects to pass. It is shown that singleton activators and prohibitors are enough to attain universality. The
translation of this formalism into PMC Systems would give analternative proof of universality of PMC
Systems.

In [2] a variant of P Systems is defined in which transport of objects across the regions of the system
is possible by means of rules associated with membranes and involving proteins attached to them. Such
proteins can be attached/de-attached to/from membranes bymeans of rules. This makes it possible to
express more complex conditions on transport of objects through membranes. However, as the assump-
tion of maximal parallelism is released, universality is not attained and decidability of reachability of
configurations is proved.

In this paper we have proposed a variant of P Systems with transport and diffusion membrane chan-
nels, and we have proved a universality result. We have claimed by means of an example that the
formalism may allow more succinct descriptions. We have also given two examples of application to
biological systems, in which we use both transport and diffusion channels. In the examples the role of
transport channels which can control the number of objects passing through membranes, and the role of
diffusion channels which allow objects to cross freely the membrane boundaries, are clear.
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